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1 IntroductionExisting real-time programming languages typicallyintermix the programming of timing constraints withthe programming of functional behaviors. Thiscomplicates the design of real-time systems as wellas reasoning about them. One approach to solvethis di�culty is to observe a programming disciplinewhich con�nes speci�cation of temporal constraintsto certain isolated components in some standardpattern [23]. We take a more linguistic approach(similar in spirit to the work of Aksit et al. [8]):the goal of our research is to allow a separationof the two di�erent design concerns in order tosupport con�guration of components with real-timeconstraints.We model components of a distributed real-timesystem, such as control processes and hardwaredevices, uniformly as actors. Our view is that thespeci�cation of a real-time system can be decomposedinto the speci�cations of the functional behavior ofcomponents and that of the timing relations betweenthem. We use a general purpose actor programminglanguage to specify functional behaviors, and extendthe language with a construct called RTsynchro-nizer's for specifying the timing relations.We are currently working on the problem ofcomposing and executing these two kinds of speci-�cations. This work involves the development of acompiler which would translate a program writtenin a general purpose actor language, together witha collection of RTsynchronizer's over actors de�nedby the program, into executable code. Ideally, thecompiler would be portable for concurrent computersbelonging to a given class of architectures. Webelieve that such portability may be accomplished



by developing a model for a run-time system whichrepresents resources abstractly. A particular concur-rent computer would then be speci�ed by quantifyingits resources. Figure 1 summarizes how we envisionthe process of designing and developing real-timesystems.
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Figure 1: Real-Time System DevelopmentThe goal of this paper is to describe the researchat the language level. Speci�cally, we describeRTsynchronizers. An RTsynchronizer is a collectionof declarative constraints which restrict the temporalbehavior of events over a group of actors. Essentially,RTsynchronizers abstract over common temporalcoordination patterns, allowing the programmer tothink in more natural terms about distributed timingconstraints.A group of actors may be constrained by over-lapping RTsynchronizers. Moreover, RTsynchro-nizers are dynamic { they can be added or removedin a running system. By supporting incrementalmodi�cation of temporal coordination constraints,RTsynchronizers simplify the task of responding tochanging requirements. Our approach is particularlyuseful for open distributed systems where temporalcoordination patterns evolve in a number of ways ascomponents are added, removed, or updated. A keyadvantage is that if di�erent real-time requirementsare to be imposed on functionally identical actors orgroups of actors, the behavior of such actors need notbe rede�ned. In summary, RTsynchronizers allow usto:

� simplify programming by separating timing de-sign correctness and functional design correct-ness.� incrementally modify timing constraints andthe representation of components.The outline of this paper is as follows. In the nextsection, we briey review some related work, and themotivation for the design of a new model and newlanguage constructs. In section 3, we describe theactor model and time-related properties about themodel. In section 4, we will discuss the separationbetween functional behavior design and temporal be-havior design, and de�ne RTsynchronizers. Section 5provides a number of examples which illustrate theexpressive power of our language constructs. Wedraw the conclusion in section 6.2 Related WorkAda is a programming language intended for criticalsoftware systems. However, it is di�cult to imple-ment full Ada in distributed systems | not onlybecause `it is already too complicated' [19], but alsobecause ADA's tasking model is integrated into astack and heap model. This integration poses di�cultissues such as global variable or procedure placement;and the meaning associated when a task allocatedto one processor receives an absolute address ofanother, for example, due to a pointer passed duringrendezvous. In addition to these shortcomings of Adaas a general distributed language, Ada as a real-timeprogramming language poses additional problems: inAda, rendezvous is the only mechanism for com-munication among two tasks and communication issynchronous and unbu�ered. However, the semanticsof rendezvous can only guarantee the readiness of twocommunicating tasks. No speci�cation of real timeis involved. Delay is the only language construct inAda which deals with real time, but delay does notprovide the exact `wakeup' time; it only guaranteesthe earliest wakeup time, which is insu�cient forspeci�cation of real-time systems. Moreover, Adadoes not provide separation between logical correct-ness and timing correctness. The lack of modularitymakes it hard to reuse the program code and thereforemakes it very di�cult to design and reason aboutlarge systems.Some researchers have proposed integrating tim-ing constraints with sequential objects. In particular,the real-time programming language Flex [24] ex-tends C++ with a language construct called a control



block , which can reside in the body of methods;timing constraints are speci�ed in the control block.For our purposes, there are two weaknesses of thiswork. First, the timing requirements are intermixedwith the code for the methods of individual objects.Second, Flex does not support concurrency.Concurrent object-oriented programming is anactive area of research interest (for example, see [4,16, 2]). Speci�cally, there are a number of real-time languages based on concurrent object-orientedlanguages.Ishikawa et al. proposed a concurrent object-oriented programming language called RTC++ [13].In RTC++, temporally constrained objects (calledreal-time objects) are distinguished from \ordinary"(unconstrained) objects. The distinction betweenreal-time objects and ordinary objects means thatobjects with the same logical behaviors but withdi�erent temporal constraints require separate spec-i�cation. Timing constraints in RTC++ may bespeci�ed as part of method declarations. However,the language also allows timing constraints to bespeci�ed in commands within methods. The failureto impose a stricter discipline can lead to an inter-mixing of code for specifying real-time requirementsand functional code. Finally, RTC++ uses a multi-threaded model to describe real-time applications:multiple operations can be invoked concurrently ona single object and a�ect its state. By contrast, byusing the actor model, we avoid the possibility ofinconsistencies within the state of an actor due toconcurrent accesses.From a linguistic point of view, the cleanestapproach thus far appears to be the work of Aksitet al. [8, 9]: they introduce a linguistic mechanismcalled a real-time �lter . Real-time �lters extend anobject's interfaces to include input �lters and output�lters. An out-going message has to go througha series of zero or more output �lters before it issent to its target. Similarly, an incoming messagepasses through input �lters before it is received bythe object. Timing constraints are encoded inside the�lters as parameters; such �lters may access an objectwithin each message which represents a temporal con-straint on the local execution. Temporal constraintsare speci�ed relative to message acceptance. Notethat both �lters and messages are �rst-class objects.The �lter mechanism makes the complexity ofprograms more manageable. A potential di�cultywith their model for temporal constraints appears tobe that they do not take into account the messagetransmission time; the timing constraints may onlybe speci�ed on the methods after they are invoked.

However, in distributed systems, the message trans-mission time (as opposed to the computation time)can be quite signi�cant. More fundamentally, ourapproach di�ers from the �lters approach in thatwe provide declarative mechanisms which specifyan abstract timing behavior over a group of actorsrather than procedural implementation in terms ofindividuals actors.There are a number of real-time speci�cationlanguages, such as timed Petri Nets, Modechart, i-o automata, and RTL [26, 25, 27, 28]. At theapplication level, speci�cation languages can assistin real-time system design. Moreover, speci�cationlanguages provide support for reasoning about real-time systems. However, the purpose of our researchis to provide high-level programming language con-structs for developing real-time applications. Thus,we require that our speci�cations be executable andintegrate with standard object-based programmingtechniques.The primitive Actor model is insu�cient for real-time programming: in the Actor model, messagetransmission time is non-deterministic and there isno unique global clock. We extend the Actor modelto allow each actor to have a local clock, and furtherassume that local clocks of a temporally constrainedset of actors are su�ciently synchronized to allow ameaningful interpretation of the constraints.Our work builds on the earlier work of Fr�lundand Agha [17] who developed synchronizers to pro-vide declarative speci�cation of coordination con-straints on groups of actors. Synchronizers may beused to enforce qualitative temporal ordering and in-divisible (atomic) scheduling of multiple invocationsat a group of objects. On the other hand, RT-synchronizers allow the speci�cation of quantitativeconstraints.RTsynchronizers are designed to be an executableprogramming language construct which work withthe interface (and not the representation) of actors.RTsynchronizer use relation operation (such as >=,>, etc.) to relate events to time and logical operation(such as _;^, etc.) to specify the temporal behaviorsof a group of actors. As shown in Figure 1, acompiler for real-time compiler must take this time-constraint information, as well as information aboutthe functional behavior of actors transform it intoexecutable code for a given concurrent computer.The transformation involves scheduling and possiblyplacement of actors; it does not a�ect their functionalbehavior in response to a particular message.



3 The Real-Time Actor ModelActors are concurrent objects which interact bysending bu�ered, asynchronous messages [1, 3]. Wewill call the processing of a message by an actoran invocation of the actor by the message. Eachactor has a unique mail addresses which may beused to send it messages. Note that a mail addressmay be included in messages sent to other actors,thus supporting dynamic recon�gurability. Actorsmay create new actors with their own unique mailaddress. Finally, actors may change their localbehavior. Such change of state a�ects only the nextmessage processed. Thus each invocation of an actoris atomic and uninterruptable. One way to thinkof actors is as a coordination model where the localbehavior of an actor may be speci�ed in an arbitraryprogramming language with actors providing concur-rency and object-style encapsulation.The actor model has a number of advantagesin modeling distributed real-time systems. First,the lack of interruptability of invocations guaranteesthat the computation time will only depend on thebehavior of the invoked actor and the content ofthe invoking message. Thus, computation time is adeterministic function of incoming messages. Second,the Actor model only requires the speci�cation of thelogical order of events; it thus allows scheduling to beseparately speci�ed.However, there are some extensions which need tobe made to actors in order to provide a satisfactorymodel for real-time systems. We extend the Actormodel to provide each actor with a local clock andfurther assume that these local clocks are su�cientlysynchronized. Note that this synchronization as-sumption requires that the scale in which timingconstraints are expressed is su�ciently coarse toallow us to ignore, �rstly, relativistic e�ects, andsecondly, potential sources of clock drift. We furtherassume that a suitable meta-architecture supportstime scheduling to satisfy feasible timing constraints.Note that such scheduling needs to take into ac-count communication delays. Clock synchronization,scheduling and compilation mechanisms are beyondthe scope of this paper.We assume that each message in the system isunique (for example, because it is tagged by senderand its local clock time). Corresponding to eachmessage is a time when the receiving actor (calledthe target) processes the message. We call this theinvocation time for the message. We will assume thatthe function iTime(msg) returns the value of Timewhen msg invokes the target actor. Timing con-

straints are speci�ed by asserting relations betweenthe projection of the function iTime on a message andother timing variables. Messages are sent by actors inresponse to messages they receive. We assume thatthe function cause(msg) returns the message msg1which caused msg to be sent. Note that a singlemessage may be the cause of several messages butthat each message has a unique cause.4 RTsynchronizerWe de�ne the language construct, RTsynchronizer,to abstract the timing relations between actors.RTsynchronizers express timing constraints betweenmultiple objects. An RTsynchronizer is like anordinary actor in that it has a mutable state and maybe dynamically created. However, unlike ordinaryactors, an RTsynchronizer does not send or receivemessages, rather it provides a declarative speci�ca-tion of the quantitative temporal ordering betweencertain message invocations at a group of actors.Note that the implementation of an RTsynchronizerneed not be centralized.An RTsynchronizer is created by instantiating atemplate using the mail addresses of speci�c actors.Thus: new my-RT (actor:a1, a2, a3; int: d1, d2)creates a new RTsynchronizer whose behavior is givenby my-RT and which observes and possibly constrainsinvocations of the actors a1 , a2 and a3 . d1 andd2 are parameters for data values. The behaviors ofRTsynchronizers (such as the one bound to the namemy-RT above) are speci�ed by giving a template asfollows:RTsynchronizer MySyn(var1 ; � � � ; varn) fDeclaration\* declare and initializelocal variables; *\Rulesrule1;� � �;rulengRulesRules apply to groups of messages satisfying givenpatterns. Processing a group of messages excludes



the concurrent processing of another group of mes-sages where such processing may cause an RTsyn-chronizer's state to be inconsistent. Moreover, asingle rule is instantiated exclusively for a group ofmessages that has yet to be processed | i.e., thesame message cannot be used to satisfy the samerule for two di�erent groups of messages. Di�erentrules inside one RTsynchronizer and within di�erentRTsynchronizers are conjunctively applied. Notethat programmers may specify inconsistent timingconstraints; in this case, the constraints will not besatis�able. However, by isolating timing constraints,RTsynchronizers raise the level of abstraction atwhich one needs to reason about timing constraintsA rule is speci�ed as follows:rule ::= with f match+gff constraint;g+gmatch ::= (id: pattern)A message satisfying a pattern in a given matchis bound to the id speci�ed by the correspondingmatch within the scope of the constraint whichfollows. Each rule is instantiated for every group ofmessages matching its respective pattern. Messagesare separated into non-intersecting sets which satisfymatch patterns and a rule is instantiated for eachsuch set. We explain patterns and constraints below.PatternsA pattern is de�ned over message contents and targetas follows:pattern ::= actor.method(var1; � � � ; varn) satboolean-expressionwhere a message matches a given pattern if:1. its target is the actor speci�ed in the pattern;2. it invokes the method speci�ed in the pattern;and,3. the values transmitted in the message satisfythe boolean expression.ConstraintsConstraints may make temporal assertions on thegroup of actors constrained by an RTsynchronizerand may trigger a change of the local state of an RT-synchronizer. Moreover, rules may be nested within

constraint::= assert timeConstraint| trigger ffvariable := expression;g�g| if exp then constraint[ else constraint]| ruletimeConstraint::= time relation op time| timeConstraint f^; _g timeConstraint| : timeConstraintrelation op::= == | < | > | <= | >=time ::= iTime(event) f+; �g d| wall-clock-timed, wall-clock-time 2 <+ (including 0)Figure 2: Syntax for Constraintsan RTsynchronizer. The syntax for constraints isde�ned as in Figure 2.Assert timeConstraint states that the tempo-ral relation speci�ed by timeConstraint is to beenforced by the system. Speci�cally, the schedulingof messages whose invocation times are related bythe expression timeConstraint must be such that itsatis�es the given relation. Trigger is used to changethe state of an RTsynchronizer: the values of its localvariables, declared in the declaration section, may bereassigned.5 ExamplesIn this section, we use examples to demonstrate theexpressive power of RTsynchronizers. We focus onhow quantitative timing constraints are enforced onevents (message invocations).Periodic EventsThe periodic event is a very common phenomenonin the real-time world. For example, a sensor hasto get data every P time units. A recurrenceevent in Actor model may be modeled by an actorsending itself a message in response to a messageof the same pattern. An RTsynchronizer may �xthe time interval between recurrence thus making theinvocation periodic. periodicity.



RTsynchronizers PeriodicE( actor:O; int:P) fP is the periodRuleswith f (msg1: O.m(x1; � � � ; xn)) gf if (cause(msg1) sat O.m(x1; � � � ; xn))then assertfiTime(msg1) == iTime(cause(msg1))+ P g ggSimultaneous EventsIn distributed systems, we sometimes need to de-scribe a situation where two or more di�erent actionsconducted by di�erent objects have to happen `simul-taneously', i.e., within some negligible time di�erence.For example, two robot hands pass a glass from onehand to the other. The release of the glass from onehand has to happen simultaneously with the graspingof the glass by the other hand. We may express thissynchronization behavior as follows:RTsynchronizer SimuE( actor:O1,O2) fRuleswith f(rls: O1.release) (grsp: O2.grasp)gf assert f iTime(rls) == iTime(get) g ggTiming ExceptionsConsider in an air tra�c control system, where a pilothas to frequently get information from the airportcontrol tower. If the pilot does not get the requestedinformation within a certain time, he or she has toeither request the information from another controltower, or do some emergency procedure. Unboundedwaiting may cause a fatal accident. The problemmaybe abstracted as follows.Assume O2 is an exception handling actor. O1.m1has to happen before time T. If not, O2 will beactivated with a call to method m2. We assumethat an RTsynchronizer is created and an exceptionmessage of the form O2.m2 is sent. O2.m2 will remaindisabled as long as a message is received withintime T, otherwise it will be invoked at time deltaafter time T. Note that, because RTsynchronizersare purely declarative and may only a�ect messagescheduling, it cannot cause a side e�ect by actuallysending an exception handling message.The example illustrates how the speci�cation oftiming exception presents an interesting problem.Other kinds of timing constraints a�ect only the order

of message execution (i.e., the scheduling behavior)and thus do not involve the occurrence of any eventthat could not have otherwise possibly happened. Inother words, they simply reduce the nondeterminismin the system. On the other hand, exception handlingfor timing faults may involve adding a behavioralresponse that does not already occur in the actor.In the above example, a system without real-timerequirements is unlikely to have a pending exceptionmessage.RTsynchronizer ExceptSyn( actor: O1,O2;real: T, delta) fDeclarationBoolean: activate := falseRuleswith f (info: O1.m1) (sig: O2.m2)gf if :(iTime(info) <= T)then ftrigger f activate := true g;assert fiTime(sig) = T + deltag gexception handling must be invokedwith f (sig: O2.m2) gf if (activate == false)then fassert f iTime(sig) < 0 g g genforce msg1 not to be invokedwhen the exception handler actorO2 is not activatedgProducer/Consumer with Time-LimitedBu�erConsider an extension to the traditional pro-ducer/consumer with an unbounded bu�er problem,where each product can only be held for a �xedamount of time after it has been produced. We de�nean RTsynchronizer to specify the problem withoutchanging the logical behaviors of the producer orconsumer:RTsynchronizer ProdCons( real: delta;actor: Producer, Consumer) fRuleswith f(put: Producer.put)(get: Consumer.get)gf assertfiTime(get) <= iTime(put) + delta gggProcesses Control ExampleSelic et al. [21] describe a dye control industrialprocess as a canonical process control problem.



The problem is as follows. There is a sensor setwhich includes three sensors: a liquid level sensor(SensorL), a temperature sensor (SensorH) and apressure sensor (SensorP); the sensors responsiblefor reading the dyeing liquid level, temperature, andpressure, respectively. These sensors also interactwith the devices which are relevant to their func-tionality. There is a dye valve (Dye) controllingthe incoming dye liquid and drain valve (Drain)controlling the out-going dye liquid. Finally, there isa heater controller (Heater) and a pressure controller(Pressure) (Figure 3).
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TimerFigure 3: Dyeing MachineThe following constraints must be satis�ed:1. As soon as the dyeing liquid reaches level L, thetemperature reaches H, and pressure reaches P ,the Timer will start timing;2. After T time units, the Timer will signal thatthe dyeing process is done;3. The dyeing liquid has to be drained out throughthe drain valve within time D after the Timersends out the �nishing signal;4. For safety reasons, the temperature and thepressure in the tank have to be reduced to roomtemperature and room pressure, respectively,before the dyeing water can be allowed to drainout.5. Timer periodically (with period p) reports itstime;6. All three sensors periodically read their datawith period p1;7. When a sensor �nds that the requirements arenot satis�ed, it signals the corresponding de-vices. The devices have to make the adjustmentwithin time t.

We model Dye/Drain valve, Heater, Pressure,Hatch, Sensors and Timer as corresponding ac-tors. The qualitative relationships between theseactors, such as Drain/Dye cannot open whenHeater/Pressure's heat, cool/increasePressure,decreasePressue method is in processing, may besimply expressed by synchronizers [17]. We focus onthe quantitative time constraints represented by theRTsynchronizers.Speci�cally, we use four RTsynchronizers to rep-resent the timing requirements listed above: SttSynis responsible for starting and terminating the dyeingprocess; SafetySyn enforces the safety properties;PeriodSyn enforces the timer, and the sensors repeattheir functions periodically; ReactSyn enforces therequirement that devices react to messages within theapplicable timing constraints Figure 4 to Figure 7).These examples show that RTsynchronizer mayprovide a clean, simple and uniform construct forspecifying timing constraints in the real world.6 ConclusionsWe have argued that appropriate linguistic mecha-nisms for distributed real-time systems can simplifytheir design, implementation and reasoning. Specif-ically, such mechanisms need to separate a real-time program's functional behaviors from its timingrequirements. We have proposed an abstractionmechanism RTsynchronizer for the declarative spec-i�cation of timing constraints over groups of actors.An RTsynchronizer abstracts the timing constraintsover from individual actors and isolates those con-straints into one module. Our approach increasescode reusability: one need not repeat operationcode when objects exhibit the same logical behavior.Moreover, we do not need to repeatedly specifytiming constraints when the same timing constraintscan apply to di�erent groups of actors. Furthermore,because the timing constraints are not scattered allover the code, programs with RTsynchronizers aremuch easier to analyze.While we are convinced of the advantages of alinguistic mechanism for abstracting real-time con-straints, considerable research remains to be done tomake our approach practical. This research involvesunderstanding the formal semantics of RTsynchroniz-ers and developing e�cient implementation mecha-nisms. Current research in our group is focused inthese areas.



RTsynchronizer SttSyn( actor: SensorL, SensorH, SensorP, Timer; real: L, H, P, T, D)fL, H, P are required parameters for level, temperatureand pressure, respectively; T , D are time limits.DeclarationReal: level, temp, pressure;Ruleswith f(reachL: SensorL.sig(level) sat level == L),(reachH: SensorH.sig(temp) sat temp == H),(reachP: SensorP.sig(pres) sat pres == P),(start: Timer.start) gf assertf iTime(start) == max(iTime(reachL),iTime(reachH), iTime(reachP))g;(1) as soon as the dyeing liquid volume, temperature,and the pressure reach the required level, the timer starts its timingwith f(alarm: Timer.alarm)gf assertf iTime(start) + T == iTime(alarm) g;(2) after the elapsed time reaches T ,the Timer alarmswith f(empty: SensorL.sig(level) sat level == 0)gf assertf iTime(empty) <= iTime(alarm) + D ^iTime(empty) >= iTime(alarm) gg(3) the liquid has to be drained out with within D time after Timer alarms.ggg Figure 4: Starting and Terminating RTsynchronizerRTsynchronizer SafetySyn( actor: SensorH, SensorP, Drain; real: rmT, rmP)frmT is the room temperature; rmP is the room pressureDeclarationReal: level, temp, pressureRuleswith f(currentH: SensorH.sig(h))gf trigger f temp := h g gwith f(currentP: SensorP.sig(p))gf trigger f pressure := p g gwith f(openDrain: Drain.open sat ((temp > rTemp) ^ (pressure > rPre)))gf assert f iTime(openDrain) < 0 g g(4) safety requirement: Drain should not be openedif the liquid temperature or pressure is above the room valueg Figure 5: Safety RTsynchronizer



RTsynchronizer PeriodSyn( actor: Timer, SensorL, SensorT, SensorP; real: p, p1)fRuleswith f(reportT: Timer.reportTime)gf if (cause(reportT) sat Timer.reportTime)then assertfiTime(cause(reportT)) + p == iTime(reportT)gg(5) every p time, the Timer reports the time.with f(reportL: SensorL.read)gf if (cause(reportL) sat SensorL.read)then assert fiTime(cause(reportL)) + p1 == iTime(reportL)gg(6) every p1, the SensorL reads the liquid level;similar control for SensorH, SensorP.Figure 6: Periodic RTsynchronizerRTsynchronizer ReactSyn( actor: SensorL, SensorH, SensorP;actor: Heater, Pressure, Drain, Dye;real: L, T, P, t1, rmT, rmP)fDeclareReal: level, temp, preRules with f(levelLow: SensorL.sig(level) sat level <= L),(openDye: Dye.open)gf assert fiTime(openDye) <= iTime(levelLow) + t1 gg(7) when the sensor senses that the requirementsare not satis�ed, the corresponding device has todo the adjust within t1 time.....with f(cool: Heater.cool(temp) sat temp < rmT)gf assert f iTime(cool) < 0 ggwhen the temperature is already below room temperature, discard the cool message...g Figure 7: React RTsynchronizerReferences[1] G. Agha, Actors: A Model of Concurrent Com-putation in Distributed Systems, MIT Press,1986.[2] G. Agha, S. Fr�lund, W. Kim, R. Panwar,A. Patterson, and D. Sturman, Abstraction andModularity Mechanisms for Concurrent Com-puting, IEEE Parallel and Distributed Technol-ogy: Systems and Applications 1 (1993), no. 2,3{14.[3] G. Agha, I. Mason, S. Smith, and C. Talcott,Towards a Theory of Actor Computation, ThirdInternational Conference on Concurrency The-ory (CONCUR '92), Springer-Verlag, August1992, LNCS, pp. 565{579.
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